Rapid Hero Story

With any stroke, time lost is brain lost.
But doctors are using the Rapid
platform to expand the critical window
for successful treatment.
Ribeirão Preto Clinics Hospital

It’s estimated that the average stroke patient loses 1.9 million
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neurons every minute. Until recently, standard practice dictated
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and hardship—if they survived at all. But now, after the
publication of the DAWN and DEFUSE 3 landmark trials,
pioneering clinicians outside the US are helping to expand the
treatment window for stroke in developing countries, and
they’re using RapidAI technology to do it. One of those
pioneers is Dr. Octavio Pontes-Neto, a distinguished Brazilian
stroke expert.

Being outside the six-hour treatment window, the patient might
not have been treated at all if he had his stroke three years
ago. Had that been the case, he would have had an 80%
chance of dying, according to Pontes-Neto. But this is now.
Pontes-Neto and his team ran another CT scan and used the
cerebral blood flow (CBF) map generated by Rapid CTP to
show exactly how much of the patient’s brain was damaged
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The most difficult stroke cases are those in which the time of
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stroke patients ahead of him. That meant he would likely be
outside the potentially curative six-hour window for treatment.

Rapid Hero Story
“The advanced neuroimaging of RapidAI has been very helpful in giving us the
confidence to treat patients outside of the six-hour window, because it's a hard
call, right? It's even harder to do it without neuroimaging. But now, we have
scientific evidence from the Rapid software on the perfusion. And that gives us
the evidence we need to treat patients outside of the 6- to 8-hour window or
wake-up stroke patients where we have no idea of the time of onset. For these
patients and for us, RapidAI has been a game changer.”

Dr. Octavio Pontes-Neto
Vice President of the Brazilian Stroke Society
Associate Professor of Neurology at Ribeirão Preto
Medical School, University of São Paulo
Chair of the Brazilian Stroke Research Network

RapidAI gives stroke teams and their patients more of what they desperately need:
time. By notifying the entire stroke care team—doctors, emergency personnel and
logistics—at the earliest possible moment and giving them the patient images and
information they need to make the best possible decisions, they can save lives.

Rapid CTP allowed Dr. Octavio Pontes-Neto
and his team to quickly compare the patient’s
brain regions with severe reductions in
cerebral blood flow (CBF) in pink and regions
with significant hypoperfusion in green. This
information helped Pontes-Neto determine
there were significant salvageable areas and
that the patient would benefit from a
mechanical thrombectomy to remove the clot
interrupting blood flow to his brain.

About RapidAI
RapidAI is the worldwide leader in advanced imaging for stroke. Installed in over 1,500
hospitals in more than 50 countries, the Rapid imaging platform, powered by artificial
intelligence, includes Rapid CTP, Rapid MRI, Rapid CTA, Rapid ICH, and Rapid ASPECTS*.
RapidAI empowers clinicians to make faster, more accurate diagnostic and treatment
decisions for stroke patients using clinically proven, data-driven technology. With our
validated, trusted platform, developed by stroke experts, clinicians worldwide are
improving patient care and outcomes every day. The Rapid platform has been shown to
aid in patient selection in both early and late-window clinical stroke trials. In addition to
achieving the best clinical outcomes and largest treatment effects ever obtained, the
results of these trials led to new American Heart Association and American Stroke
Association treatment guidelines and have dramatically altered the management of acute
stroke around the world. For more information, visit RapidAI.com.

*Rapid ASPECTS is not commercially available in the U.S.

Ribeirão Preto Clinics Hospital of the University
of São Paulo is a large, certified comprehensive
stroke center (CSC) and emergency hospital
located in the city center with all of the
constraints and challenges that come with
operating in a developing country.
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